Crimping Tools

Universal Heavy Duty Contact Crimping Tool Kit For Size 12, 16 & 20 Machined Contacts
Part Number: AUTK-100

Our Universal Heavy Duty Contact Crimping Tool Kit is ideal for use with a variety of connectors where Size 12, 16 & 20 machined pin and socket contacts are used especially within Heavy Equipment, Agricultural, Automotive, Military, Alternate Energy, and other demanding interconnect architectures.

Kit Contents
1 - Universal Heavy Duty Contact Crimping Tool
1 - Wire Stripper
3 - Positioners (Color Coded)
1 - Wedgelock Extraction Tool
1 - Go-No-Go Gauge Tool
1 - Instruction Sheet

Key Features
- Size 12 (Blue Positioner), Size 16 (Red Positioner) and Size 20 (Yellow Positioner)
- Industry standard 4 indent/8 impression crimper for reliably secure crimps
- Smooth ratcheting mechanism ensures consistent results every time
- Adjustable dial (1-8 settings) for selection of wire size
- High-quality materials ensure durability and long term wearability

A Series™ Contact Crimping Tools For Size 12, 16 & 20 Machined Contacts

Our A Series™ Contact Crimping Tools are available for Size 12, 16 & 20 machined pin and socket contacts and are ideal for use within the Heavy Equipment, Agricultural, Automotive, Military, Alternate Energy, and other demanding interconnect architectures. The A Series™ family bridges the gap between controlled and harsh environmental conditions to keep you connected.

Key Features
- Three (3) different Contact Crimping Tools based on contact size:
  - Size 12 Tool - P/N: AUTK-12
  - Size 16 Tool - P/N: AUTK-16
  - Size 20 Tool - P/N: AUTK-20
- Industry standard 4 indent/8 impression crimper for reliably secure crimps
- Smooth ratcheting mechanism ensures consistent results every time
- Adjustable crimping force (1-7 settings) provides adaptability to a variety of contacts
- High-quality materials ensure durability and long term wearability

Genuine Trusted Amphenol Parts

For more information, contact: Customer Service, +1 800 394 7732, csr@amphenol-sine.com
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